The Future: Is it Evil?

The historical importance of Karl Marx cannot be underestimated. Karl Marx's criticism of Capitalism, its weakness, and natural cycles gave his race the blueprint they need to guide the Capitalist system into a controlled demolition of society by manipulating it to game our world. It showed them the important time of when to kick in the door and bring it down with a controlled revolution against it. It also showed them the platform to organize this revolution on, thus allowing the Jews to guide the forces of this system and prepare it for the natural reaction that will occur against it and to help push the right buttons to trigger this reaction at the right time. Without this, they would lose control when the weakness and contradictions in the system reach the maximum and they would be swept away by a popular reaction.

If one studies Marx's blueprint, you can see that the Jewish elites are working the levers to trigger the stressors in the system to bring about the controlled demolition of the machine of Capitalism. They also know something that the average Goy does not. The American government created a department way back in the 1930s to study the possibility that all economic cycles of activity and phenomena are linked in larger natural cycles that included political and social cycles in a unified field of activity. They found that this is true, and these cycles are linked to and influenced by the cycles of the planets. If you want to know when the Jews are going to kick the door in, look to the astrology of the previous attempts of Communist uprisings, movements being created and when they made major moves like collapsing the Market back in 1929. That was the controlled demolition of the America economy to bring about the Communism movement.

They are riding the natural cycles of economic motion and how it links to social and political motion, and this is ruled by the planets. Note that in 1999, President Clinton removed the restrictions the American government placed on the banks in 1933. This allowed the Jews total freedom in this sector. It was not long after that in 2008 they created a mini crash of the economy. Then they used this to set up the Protest Wall Street movement, which was created by the American Communist Party and his Communist associations to create a Communist movement in America. Look to the astrology of these dates as well to predict future cycles.

The Jews are using inside occult knowledge to game the system.

However, the situation is that Capitalism is over anyway. The current generation is Socialist. If one follows the historic cycles, Capitalism is over. The Marxist critic
is right, the contradiction in the systems are coming around, and even reforming it to overcome the classic major contradiction will not work due to automation and changing technology. Even universal basic income will just stress it further. Its over, and that’s it.

So the question is what kind of a model is going to control the future? A Marxist Socialist one, or something else? I give Trump something; his reforms have saved the current implosion from happening and bought some time. But that's not forever. The best we can do is keep up the Final RTR and bring their system down around them with it and cause them to lose control of their own leviathan. Then it will be not their time to determine who and when will kick the whole stinking door in on this system. Just like in Germany, the Jews didn't see that one coming when at the last minute the German reaction that arose at the last minute. Satan and our Gods worked with Hitler to play the Jews in their own game and beat them.

Our job is to fulfil the prophecy the Jews fear and warn of, that Satan will destroy the Jews by reversing the Torah, which is the Jews book of life. The Final RTR is this, and Satan is also code for the Gentiles. Remember in the Lord of the Rings, at the last minute when Sauron had made its move to conqueror the world, it was not the Kings and armies of Middle Earth that defeated him. It was a little Hobbit who had the courage to destroy The One Ring, who brought it all down and saved the world. The One Ring is the binding spell of the Torah and the Final RTR is what ends it. Note that GOLEM was also destroyed with the One Ring. Why do you think that message is in the book....

Trump's harsh sanctions on Communist Venezuela have brought its system to its knees along with his actions towards North Korea and China, which might bring about the end of those Communist regimes. China's collapse is important, as it is the number one base the enemy is planning on using to bring about the world Communist dictatorship.
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